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ABSTRACT 

 

Helical steam generator tube of HTGR（High Temperature Gas Cooled Reactor）is the boundary for 

both the primary coolant loop and the secondary loop. It prevents radioactive substance of the primary 

coolant loop from discharging into the secondary loop. It’s of great significance to estimate the safety of 

steam generator tubes and keep them unbroken through an operational period. 

 

Curvature radius of the helical steam generator tube of HTGR is small, so tube cracks cannot be detected 

by using eddy current detection for volumetric in-service inspection. The basic idea to solve the problem 

is to use leakage monitoring system to detect the leak rate of tubes, then obtain the crack size according to 

the relationship between the leak rate and the crack size, finally to access the stability of the crack using 

fracture mechanics. This paper presents state-of-the-art and future trend of the technology. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

The helical SG (steam generator) tube of HTGR is the barrier between the primary coolant loop with 

radioactivity and the secondary loop without radioactivity. Therefore, it is of great significance to assess 

integrity of steam generator tubes and guarantee their safety through an operational period. 

 

The traditional PWR SG adopts U type tubes as heat exchange units, defects of the tube can be detected 

by eddy current and ultrasonic testing method. In December, 2007, IAEA issues a report: Strategy for 

Assessment of WWER Steam Generator Tube Integrity, prepared within the framework of the 

Coordinated Research Project on Verification of WWER Steam Generator Tube Integrity (IAEA, 2007). 

The report describes a proven approach to steam generator heat transfer tube integrity assessment which 

consists of three critical elements: degradation assessment, condition monitoring, and operational 

assessment. When using the strategy, defects of the heat transfer tube has to be detected by eddy current 

testing method, if this approach can provide assurance that the steam generators will continue to satisfy 

the appropriate performance criteria. 

 

So the eddy current testing method is the prerequisite to use the strategy above. Without this an effective 

structural integrity monitoring is not possible. This also means that every WWER nuclear power plan has 

to ensure that qualified equipment, probes and personnel are available for performance of volumetric 

regular inspections whose results are input to structural integrity calculations. Use of non-qualified 

equipment, probes and personnel lead to poor quality data and results which consequently may lead to 

misinterpretation of real situation and ultimately jeopardize the nuclear power plant operation. 
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On the other hand, the SGs of HTGR, SMART and IRIS all adopts helical tubes as heat transfer units. 

Radius of helical tubes is too small or length is too great to use eddy current testing method or other 

volumetric detecting method, such as ultrasonic testing method, to detect defects on the tube wall.  

 

In 2001, the SG heat transfer tube integrity assessment method based on leak rate monitoring was put 

forward to assure the integrity of helical SG tubes, where eddy current inspection cannot be used (Dong 

Jianling, 2001). From then on, much research work, such as integrity assessment process, stress and strain 

distribution of the heat transfer tubes, etc., has been conducted. The paper summarizes the state-of-the-art 

of the technology. At the last of the paper, the future trend of the new technology is also given. 

 
BASIC IDEA OF THE INTEGRITY ASSESSMENT TECHNOLOGY FOR SG HEAT EXCHANGER 

TUBE 

 

The basic idea is to use leakage detecting system mounted in the primary loop to monitor leakage of the 

heat transfer tubes; if the leakage is detected by the leak detecting system, to compute the crack size 

according to the relationship between crack size and leak rate; to compare it to the critical crack size: if 

the crack size is greater than the critical crack size, the crack will propagate unsteadily at any time, so 
tube plugging or repairs is necessary, and if the crack size is less than the critical crack size, the crack has 

not propagated yet, or propagates steadily. According to the propagating velocity of the crack, whether 

the crack will survive until the next inspection period can be judged, or how long of the inspection 

interval can be decided. 

 

It should be mentioned that three key elements are the prerequisite to use the idea. The first one is the 

leakage detecting system. The second one is to obtain the critical crack size of the tube. And the third is to 

have the relevant relationship between the leak rate and the crack size. With them, fracture mechanics 

calculations can be carried out to assess the stability of the crack and life-span of the SG tubes. 

 
There are some equations to describe the relevant relationship and to calculate the critical size of tubes 

with through wall a crack (Zahoor A. 1989, Paris P C, 1983). But whether these equations are suitable to 

use needs verifying experimentally.  

 

INTEGRITY ASSESSMENT PROCESS FOR HTGR SG HEAT EXCHANGE TUBE 

 

For the case that the volumetric in-service inspection of SG tubes is hard to carry out, or in the location 

where volumetric in-service inspection is too hard to realize because of high radioactivity, the integrity 

assessment process can be described as follows according to the basic idea above: 

 

(1) To obtain the stress distribution of SG tubes  

With the establishment of the FE simplified model for SG tubes, the stress distribution under normal 

operational conditions and design basis accidents can be determined, and dangerous sections can be found. 

Then these sections are considered as key points to be considered. 

 

(2) To get tube leak rate of  previous operation period and recognize the tube with a through wall crack 

The leak rate of the crack can be real-time monitored by the three leakage monitoring systems during the 

previous operation period, which are mounted in the primary coolant loop. But these systems cannot tell 

which heat exchange tube is the one with a crack. By conducting the tube pressure test in the tube side, or 

helium leakage test in the SG shell side, the tube with through wall crack can be recognized. 

 

(3) To calculate the crack size, de, correspond to the leak rate 
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Based on the relevant relationship between leak rate and the crack size, the equivalent crack size 

correspond to the leak rate can be calculated. 

 

(4) To compute the critical crack size, dc 

Based on the relevant relationship between the cracks size and burst pressure, the critical crack size under 

normal operation conditions and design basis accidents can be calculated. The safe allowable critical 

crack size da is equal to dc/Sa, where Sa is safety coefficient. According to the document (US Nuclear 

Regulatory Commission (2007)), the Sa can be 2. After de is obtained, it is compared with dc. 

 

If de ≥dc/Sa, the crack will propagate unsteadily at any time, plugging or repair has to be conducted to 

prevent more serious results. 

If de< dc/Sa, the crack has not propagated yet, or propagates steadily, which cannot pose a threat to the 

tube integrity for the time being. But it should be analysed whether the crack can survive until the next 

outage for in-service inspection. 

 

(5) To obtain the load of SG tubes during the previous operational period 

During the operation of SG tubes, there exists pressure oscillation. In order to analyse fatigue crack 

propagation, the load changes of SG tubes during the previous operation period, which can be set as the 

input conditions of fatigue crack propagation and life prediction, should be obtained. 

 

(6) To compute the crack propagation length in the next operational period 

Load changes of SG tubes during the previous operation obtained in the above step, are put into a crack 

propagation analysis, such as NASGRO, as the input conditions. Then the fatigue propagation of this 

crack is analysed to compute the propagation length of this crack in the next operational period. 

 

(7) To determine the integrity of SG tubes, and take proper safety measures 

If the crack will propagate to critical crack size before the next in-service inspection interval, appropriate 

measures, such as plugging or repair, should be taken to deal with it in advance, or SG operational period 

should be shortened. 

 

It is obvious that to complete the integrity assessment process above, much research work has to be done. 

These are monitoring of leak rate; determination of the relevant relationship between crack size and leak 

rate; and the critical crack size, etc. (DONG, et al, 2011), (Zhang Qijiang, et al, 2013). 
 

DETECTING LEAK RATE OF HEAT EXCHANGE TUBES 

 

To take HTR-10 as an example, where there are three sets of sensitive humidity-meters in its gas 

sampling and analysis system to provide a highly sensitive detection method for monitoring heat 

exchange tube leak rate. During normal reactor operation, the primary loop humidity is less than 2 ppm. If 

the humidity is great than 2ppm, there exists leakage from the SG tube. The reactor shutdown system will 

shut down the reactor when tube leak rate detected by the humidity systems exceed prescribed limits.  
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

CRACK PROPAGATION TEST 

 

For tube specimen with axial through wall crack, critical burst pressure, and crack area opening under 

different pressure etc. can be measured by loading test inside the tube specimen. 

 

Tube Specimen with Axial Through Wall Cracks  
 

The outer diameter of the heat exchange tube is 18mm and thickness 2mm, material of which is 

2.25Cr1Mo. In order to make an artificial  axial through wall crack, excimer laser micromachining 
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technology is chosen for machining of cracks on tube specimen, and this processing technology can 

precast crack with width of tens of microns on tubes to simulate the real cracks on SG tube wall. A serial 

of axial through wall cracks of different sizes are precast in the tube wall, such as axial through wall 

cracks, length pf which is 4mm, 8mm and 12mm, respectively.  
 

Traditional Test Method of Loading on Tube Specimen 
 

Traditional loading test method of a tube specimen is closing the two ends of the specimen, then pumping 

pressure medium into the specimen. With the pressure increases, pressure medium exerts pressure on 

inside surface of the tube specimen and leaks through the artificial through wall crack. If pressure is high 

enough, the crack begins to propagate. This kind of test can be done at atmospheric pressure or at high 

temperature and high pressure. Safety measures should be taken according the test pressure and 

temperature. 

 

Disadvantages of the traditional loading test method are as follows: 

(1) When test is conducted at high temperature and high pressure, pressure medium leaked from the crack 

can be dangerous to a test personnel. Usually, test at high temperature and pressure needs more rigorous 

measure for the test facility; 

 

(2) During the loading process, pressure medium leaks from the through wall crack. The development or 

enlargement of the through wall crack during pressure testing can lead to large leak rates that prevent 

further pressurization. The pressure at the crack location could then be significantly less than the pressure 

at the supply location. This will impair the nominal measuring ranges; 

 

(3) In high pressure test, maintaining high pressure at the leaking location of the tube means expensive 

test facility needs to be built. 

 

New Test Method of Loading on Tube Specimen 

 

In order to overcome the disadvantages of the traditional loading test method, a new method of loading 

tube with a through wall crack was put forward. The main idea is to use hydraulic expansion lever of 

liquid bag as test auxiliary equipment to conduct pressure test without leakage of pressure medium.  

 

For the loading test at room temperature, the out layer of a hydraulic expansion lever of liquid bag is 

rubber. Usually, a hydraulic expansion lever of liquid bag is used as a tool to in high pressure heat 

exchanger (Liu Bo, 2006). But in this paper, the hydraulic expansion lever is used in loading tests of tube 

with a through wall crack. Its working principle can be described as follows:  

 

At first, the hydraulic expansion lever is put into the tube, then liquid of high pressure is pumped into the 

inner side of the liquid bag. Under the effect of the pressure, the liquid bag expands and fits the inner 

surface of the tube. With the pressure increases further, loading the inner side surface can be realized.  

 

Figure 1 and figure 2 is the axial section and the entity of the hydraulic expansion lever of liquid bag, 

respectively.  

 

A hydraulic expansion lever of liquid bag is a kind of flexible container. When used, the hydraulic 

expansion lever should be mounted along the axial direction of the tube, and diameter of its outer side 

should match that of the inner side of the tube. Besides, length of the hydraulic expansion lever should be 

great enough to ensure that the stress distribution is not affected by boundary effect. The new method has 

advantages as follows:  
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(1) Pressure medium of high pressure is sealed by the flexible container, so the pressure medium does not 

leak and contact with the inner surface of the tube. Therefore, the method is suitable for determining the 

fracture property of tubes made of different materials;  

 

(2) Pressure exerted on the inner surface is even, and there is almost no tube deformation along the axial 

direction;  

 

(3) Pressure medium of high temperature and high pressure cannot leak, so the test cannot pose a threat to 

a test personnel. Therefore the method can be used in the test of high temperature and pressure;  

 

(4) There is no leak during the process, so no great pressure fluctuations could happen; 

 

(5) There is no need to supply new pressure medium, so the test facility using the method is simple and 

easy to use.    

 

 
 

Figure 1 Axial section of a hydraulic expansion lever of liquid bag 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2 Entity of the hydraulic expansion lever of liquid bag 

 

 Test facility and specimen 

 

Figure 3 is the photograph of the test facility. It is mainly used for measuring plastic limited load and 

bursting pressure of small diameter tubes. A hydraulic expansion lever of liquid bag is used in the test 

facility, so that it can be appropriate for crack propagation test.  
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High pressure pump is used to apply pressure on inner side of the tube. As the pressure is applied on the 

inner side of the tube specimen by the hydraulic expansion lever, the crack growth can be recorded by 

high-resolution camera. During the test, pressure gauge and pressure sensor installed in the oil circuit 

captures pressure signals, which are passed into the computer through data acquisition card.  

 

After crack propagation tests, the relationship that burst pressure changes with crack shape and size, the 

relationship that crack area opening changes with pressure and crack size can be obtained. Then the 

fracture mechanics analysis FE models can be modified by the comparison between the test results and 

the FEA (finite element analysis) results. 

 

Figure 4 is a test specimen with an artificial through wall crack, width and length of which are 0.2mm 

and 6mm, respectively.  
 

 
  

Figure 3 Test facility 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4 Test specimen with an artificial through wall crack 
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STRESS ANALYSIS MODELS 
 

During operation of SG, locations of cracks in tubes are closely related to the stress distribution. 

Meanwhile, in order to obtain the crack size by the relevant relationship between the crack size and leak 

rate, it is necessary to establish the stress distribution of SG tubes under normal operational conditions 

and design basis accidents. Therefore to establish the effective mechanics models is very important for the 

integrity assessment of the tube. 

 

SG of HTR-10 uses helical coil tubes as the heat exchange tubes, and the geometry dimensions must be 

obtained to build the three-dimensional solid model. The first three helical tube sections are warm-up 

section and phase-change section with diameter of 18 mm and thickness of 3mm, respectively. The final 

helical tube section is superheated section with a diameter of 18mm and a thickness 2mm. The bending 

radius of the tube is 56mm. Each helical tube section has 23 turns with a distance between the turns of 

22.5mm. Then CATIA is used to build the 3-D model, ABAQUS used to build the FE model and to do 

the stress analysis. 

 

Since the 3-D model is a simplified model, it needs to be verified. Helical coil tubes of different cycles 

are built, and the analysis results have verified the accuracy of the simplified models. 
 

MEASUREMENT OF FRACTURE PARAMETER OF HEAT EXCHANGE TUBE 

 

Fracture parameters of SG tubes is required in the integrity assessment process. On one hand, fracture 

parameters of the source material cannot be used because fracture properties of SG tubes have changed 

during their manufacturing process. On the other hand, size of tubes in the thickness direction is too small 

to cut a piece of proper-sized experimental specimen out of steam generator tubes. For these reasons, the J 

integral of cracks on surface of steam generator tubes are studied and calculated with ABAQUS, and the 

relationship between J integral and crack length, crack depth, internal pressure are explored. Critical J 

integral (J1c) of axial through-wall crack on SG tubes is obtained by substituting critical burst pressure 

into FEA model.  
 

FRACTURE ANALYSIS MODELS 

 

In the safety evaluation of SG tubes, the most important two factors are the crack behaviour, including the 

initiation and propagation of the crack, and the leak rate from the crack. And most safety assessment 

methods are carried out specific to these two factors. 

 

Because volumetric in-service inspection is not applicable to SG tubes of HTGR, and SG tubes having no 

corresponding models in stress intensity factor manual, finite element analysis becomes a very suitable 

method under this circumstance. 

 

In order to analyse the crack behaviour qualitatively and quantitatively, ABAQUS is chosen. And 

Extended Finite Element Method (XFEM) and Contour Integral Method provided in ABAQUS are used. 

The detailed steps are as follows: modelling tubes with a crack by XFEM to determine the crack 

propagation direction, and then using the crack propagation direction determined in the first step to model 

tubes with a crack by Contour Integral Method, and the J integral and stress intensity factor K can be 

obtained. For through wall cracks, another important parameter can be obtained from the fracture 

mechanics analysis models is the crack opening distance, and it is related to the leak rate through the 

crack opening area. Since cyclic load or sustaining load can also make the crack propagate, and pressure 

oscillation happens to SG tubes time to time, it is significant to do the fatigue crack propagation analysis 

for SG tubes. NASGRO is chosen, including the geometry model database and the "Data Table" module. 
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After analysis of the FE models of SG tubes with axial through wall cracks, the relationship that burst 

pressure changes with crack size, and the relationship that leak rate changes with pressure and crack size, 

and the crack propagation law under low cycle fatigue loads have been obtained. 
 

ANALYSIS  OF CREEP PROPERTY 

 

US Nuclear Regulatory Commission (2007) points out that if the operation temperature of a reactor is 

greater than 371℃, it is necessary to consider the effect of creep on structure safety. Creep of materials is 

an important factor to have influence on structure residual life assessment (Warwic Payten 2006). Under 

the accident of loss of water of secondary loop in HTGR, the temperature of the steam generator 

exchange tube is much greater than 371℃, so creep phenomenon is serious. Therefore, it is necessary to 

consider the influence on the tube safety. 

 

Some research work on static load safety of steam generator tubes subjected to external pressure and their 

creep properties has also been conducted. Models of steam generator tubes containing various types of 

defects are established on ABAQUS. FEA is conducted on these models to get the distribution of stress 

and equivalent creep strain under static external pressure. Safety of steam generator tubes under external 

pressure has been estimated by comparing the maximum stress and maximum equivalent creep strain with 

prescribed limits. High-temperature creep property of steam generator tubes under internal pressure is 

also studied.  
 

FUTURE TREND OF THE NEW TECHNOLOGY 

 

(1) In the loading test by using hydraulic sleeve technique, it is hard to catch the stress and strain 

distribution of crack surface, especially crack-tip. So accurate fracture parameter cannot be obtained 

because accurate stress distribution cannot be measured. The reason for this is that light cannot form 

effective interference and diffraction on tube curved surface, so measurement with optical method cannot 

be used. In the future, moire interference technology suitable for curved surface should be developed. 

Besides, width of the artificial crack is too great. Next, the excimer laser processing technology can be 

amended, or more advanced processing technology, such as Femtosecond Laser, can be used to improve 

the machining precision, to machining cracks more similar to the real cracks. 

 

(2) In the paper, loading tests on tube with axial cracks have been conducted. Actually, there exist 

circumferential welds in the HTGR SG helical exchange tube. In order to obtain the relevant relationship 

between the leak rate and the circumferential through wall crack, loading tests on tube specimen with 

circumferential through wall crack will be conducted in the future. 

 

(3) Up to now, loading tests on tube with an axial through wall crack are conducted at room temperature. 

In some cases, to simulate the real load case, the test should be done at high temperature. So hydraulic 

expansion lever of liquid bag that can be used at high temperature should be developed. 

 

(4) It is supposed that width of the rectangle crack is same along its depth. Actually, it is possible that 

crack section is trapezoid, ellipse or other irregular shape. In the future, crack models of various sections 

could be established to be used to calculate J integral and explore the crack propagation law. 

 

(5) Creep is the property of material in high temperature. Besides, during the operation of the reactor. 

Fatigue is another factor to have effect on life-span of the SG heat exchange tube. In order to assess the 

safety of tubes, properties of creep and fatigue be considered together. This way, the safety performance 

of structure can be described more precisely. 
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